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TRONICO Silver Line - Stegosaurus Dinosaur, summary: Stegosaurus, 88 parts, size: 21 x 4.7 x 11.2 cm, high quality aluminium parts which must be 
bended, parts are pre-punched, some parts will be easily fixed by screws, all tools are included in the set, equipped with an assembling manual for 
easy building, recommended for age 10 plus, packed in a gift box, from tronico. 

TRONICO Silver Line - Triceratops Dinosaur, summary: Stegosaurus, 70 parts, size: 20.2 x 5.8 x 8.6 cm, high quality aluminium parts which must be 
bended, parts are pre-punched, some parts will be easily fixed by screws, all tools are included in the set, equipped with an assembling manual for 
easy building, recommended for age 10 plus, packed in a gift box, from tronico. 

 10+

 10+

TRONICO Silver Line - Tyrannosaurus Rex Dinosaur, summary: T-Rex, 72 parts, size: 21 x 6.3 x 8.5 cm, high quality aluminium parts which must be 
bended, parts are pre-punched, some parts will be easily fixed by screws, all tools are included in the set, equipped with an assembling manual for 
easy building, recommended for age 10 plus, packed in a gift box, from tronico. 

 10+

SILVER LINE

Aluminium

Aluminium

Aluminium

Item 107072

Item 107073

Item 107074



SILVER LINE

TRONICO Silver Line - assorted vehicles, 2-in-1 kit, summary: 2 vehicles packed in a box, 120-163 parts, 3 assorted boxes, perfect for beginners to 
learn how to assemble a construction metal kit, made of high quality metal and high quality plastic material, free-wheel action, tires made of plastic. 
All parts will be only fixed with screws and locked with nuts, equipped with tools 4-coloured assembling manual with pictures, recommended for 
age 8plus, packed in a gift box, from tronico. 

 8+

TRONICO Silver Line - assorted vehicles - summary: 6 assorted boxes, 104-160 parts, dimensions from 12,3 x 4,7 x 6,6 cm up to 17 x 8 x 5,2 cm, 
perfect for beginners to learn how to assemble a construction metal kit, made of high quality metal and high quality plastic material, free-wheel 
action, tires made of plastic. All parts will be only fixed with screws and locked with nuts, equipped with tools 4-coloured assembling manual with 
pictures, recommended for age 8plus, packed in a gift box, from tronico. 

 8+ 6-styles assorted

3-styles 

Item 107065

Item 107066

NEW



SILVER LINE

TRONICO Silver Line - vehicles made of metal, 6 assorted: helicopter 16 x 8 x 4.6 cm - 77 parts - 82 g, plane 12 x 12 x 5 cm - 77 parts - 87 g, buggy 
8.8 x 7 x 4.5 cm - 91 parts - 106 g, truck tipper 9.7 x 7.2 x 4.5 cm - 113 items - 118 g, race car 10.5 x 6.7 x 6.5 cm - 100 parts - 98 g , Forklift only 
screwed 10 x 7.2 x 7.5 cm - parts 86 - 93 g, all parts and countered with nuts, made age recommendation age 8, carton packaging. high quality metal 
and plastic, including tool, 4-coloured assembly instruction

 8+

TRONICO Silver Line - 16-display - vehicles made of metal, 6 assorted: helicopter 16 x 8 x 4.6 cm - 77 parts - 82 g, plane 12 x 12 x 5 cm - 77 parts - 87 
g, buggy 8.8 x 7 x 4.5 cm - 91 parts - 106 g, truck tipper 9.7 x 7.2 x 4.5 cm - 113 items - 118 g, race car 10.5 x 6.7 x 6.5 cm - 100 parts - 98 g , Forklift 
only screwed 10 x 7.2 x 7.5 cm - parts 86 - 93 g, all parts and countered with nuts, made age recommendation age 8, blistercard. high quality metal 
and plastic, including tool, 4-coloured assembly instruction

 8+

6-styles

6-styles

Item 107098

Item 107097

NEW

NEW



SILVER LINE

TRONICO Silver Line - 12-display - solar aircraft and solar helicopter, 4-sorted, a solar cell and a motor are x in the set it, always just a piece in a 
box, high deck er aircraft 14.5 15 x 7 cm - 126 items - 139 g, propeller plane 15 x 12 x 8.0 cm - 71 parts - 104 g, helicopter 22.5 x 15 x 9 cm - 115 parts 
- 163 g, reconnaissance helicopter 16 x 15 x 9.5 cm - 92 parts - 130 g , 12 pieces in the display, including 4-colour manual and tool, recommended 
age from 8 years

 8+

TRONICO Silver Line 24-display - display-series with 4 different vehicles, aircraft 9 x 7 x 4.2 cm - 44 parts - 43 g, motor wheel 11 x 3.2 x 5.2 cm - 74 
parts - 63 g, helicopter 9 x 4.8 x 4.7 cm - 44 parts - 46 g, excavators 9.5 x 7 x 6 cm - 75 parts - 87 g, ideal for beginners suitable to learn the building 
together with a metal construction kit , silver colour with coloured plastic parts, free-wheeling. All parts just screwed and gekontert with nuts, made 
of high quality metal, from including tool and 4-colour instructions, recommended age 8 years, cardboard packaging

 8+

4-styles

6-styles

Item 107096

Item 107095

NEW

NEW



SILVER LINE

TRONICO Silver Line - cars, 3-assorted, tipper truck 21 x 9.5 x 12.5 cm - 215 parts - 372 g, race car 24 x 12 x 9 cm - 221 parts - 305 g, trike 19 x 11.5 x 
10.5 cm - 192 parts - 207 g, free-wheeling, made of metal and plastic parts, everything just screwed, including 4-colour manual and tool, 
recommended age from 8 years old, packed in a gift box

 8+

3-styles

TRONICO Silver Line - XL Kit, 3-in-1 vehicles made of metal, 2 x assorted construction set with 3 different vehicles, set 1- 643 parts total, comprising: 
tipper truck 21 x 9.5 x 12.5 cm-215 parts - 372 g, tank truck 26 x 9.5 x 11.3 cm - 336.5 g, race car 24 x 12 x 9 cm - 221 parts - 305 g. set 2- 521 parts 
total, consisting of: Trike 19 x 11.5 x 10.5 cm - 192 parts - 207 g, racing 22 x 11 x cm of 7.5 245 g, forklift to learn 22.5 x 11.7 x 13.2 cm - 290 g. ideal for 
beginners suitable to building together with a metal construction kit, silver-coloured with coloured plastic parts, free running. All parts just screwed 
and and with nuts, made of high quality metal, from including tool and 4-colour instructions, recommended age 8 years, cardboard packaging.

 3-in-1  3-in-1

XL-Set 8+

Item 107094

Item 107093

NEW

NEW



SILVER LINE

TRONICO Silver Line - SUPER XL SET, 6-in-1 vehicles made of metal, 706 parts, total 6 models from the modular system can be created, set A: 
tipper truck 21 x 9.5 x 12.5 cm - 215 parts - 372 g, tank truck 26 x 9.5 x 11.3 cm - 336.5 g, race car 24 x 12 x 9 cm - 221 parts - 305 g. set B: Trike 19 x 
11.5 x 10.5 cm - 192 parts - 207 g , Race car 22 x 11 x 7.5 cm - 245 g, forklift 22.5 x 11.7 x 13.2 cm - 290 g. ideal for beginners suitable to building 
together with a metal modular learning, free-wheeling. All parts just screwed and with nuts, made of high quality metal, from including tool and 4-
colour instructions, recommended age 8 years, cardboard packaging

Super-
XL-Set

 8+

 6-in-1

Item 107092

NEW

TRONICO Silver Line, truck with trailer, 1:32 scale, 825 parts, truck with trailer from metal, plastic wheels and tyres from TPR plastic, trucks and 
trailers with freewheel, both products in metal colors, truck approx. 19.5 x 9.7 x 12.5 cm - 479 parts, weight 815 g, trailer approx. 19 x 10 x 11.3 cm - 
346 parts, weight 527 g, total length 38 cm, including 4-color manual and tool , Recommended age from 8 years, gift box

 8+

Item 107091

NEW

 6-in-1



SILVER LINE

TRONICO Silver Line - 4-assorted vehicles with battery operated function, Tractor 103 parts - 13.5 x 13.5 x 10 cm - 231 g, Trike 144 parts -  21 x 11 x 
10.8 cm - 218 g, Racing car 163 parts - 23 x 12.5 x 10 cm - 294 g, Buggy 198 parts - 19 x 13.5 x 10.3 cm - 346 g, 1 x AA battery needed (not included), 
perfect for beginners to learn how to assemble a construction metal kit, made of high quality metal and high quality plastic material, tires made of 
plastic. All parts will be only fixed with screws and locked with nuts, equipped with tools 4-coloured assembling manual with pictures, 
recommended for age 8plus, packed in a gift box, from tronico. 

 8+

Item 107090

NEW

4-styles



TRONICO Silver Line -  3-in-1 vehicles metal kit, 170 parts, airoplane or motorbike or raicing car, perfect for beginners to learn how to assemble a 
construction metal kit, made of high quality metal and high quality plastic material, free-wheel action, tires made of plastic. All parts will be only fixed 
with screws and locked with nuts, equipped with tools 4-coloured assembling manual with pictures, recommended for age 8plus, packed in a gift box, 
from tronico. 

TRONICO Silver Line - assorted vehicles - summary: 6 assorted boxes, 70-93 parts, dimensions from 10 x 6,8 x 6,5 cm up to 15,5 x 6 x 6 cm, perfect 
for beginners to learn how to assemble a construction metal kit, made of high quality metal and high quality plastic material, free-wheel action, tires 
made of plastic. All parts will be only fixed with screws and locked with nuts, equipped with tools 4-coloured assembling manual with pictures, 
recommended for age 8plus, packed in a gift box, from tronico. 

 8+

 8+

SILVER LINE

 3-in-1

6-styles

Item 107063

Item 107064



SILVER LINE

TRONICO Silver Line - vehicles made of metal, 5-in-1 construction set, 3-assorted: construction vehicles 242 parts, aircraft 209 parts, racing cars 
236 parts, ideal for beginners suitable to building together with a metal construction kit to learn, silver-colored with colored plastic parts, free 
running. All parts just screwed and with nuts, made of high quality metal, from including tool and 4-colour instructions, recommended age 8 years, 
cardboard packaging

 8+

 5-in-1

 5-in-1

 5-in-1

Item 107067



SILVER LINE

TRONICO Silver Line - assorted vehicles 10-in-1 kit, summary: with SET A you can assemble at the same time 4 x vehicles such as truck, digger, 
wheelloader and excavator, SET B you can assemble 6 x vehicles such as helicopter, boat, car, racing car, trike, bicycle, perfect for beginners to 
learn how to assemble a construction metal kit, made of high quality metal and high quality plastic material, some with free-wheel action, tires made 
of plastic. All parts will be only fixed with screws and locked with nuts, equipped with tools 4-coloured assembling manual with pictures, 
recommended for age 8plus, packed in a gift box, from tronico. 

 8+

 8+

TRONICO Silver Line - assorted vehicles 7-in-1 kit, summary: 590 parts, with SET A you can assemble at the same time 3 x airplanes and 1 x 
helicopter, with SET B you can assemble 3 x vehicles such as Trike, Truck and a Quad, perfect for beginners to learn how to assemble a construction 
metal kit, made of high quality metal and high quality plastic material, some with free-wheel action, tires made of plastic. All parts will be only fixed 
with screws and locked with nuts, equipped with tools 4-coloured assembling manual with pictures, recommended for age 8plus, packed in a gift 
box, from tronico. 

 7-in-1

 10-in-1

Item 107068

Item 107069

NEW

NEW



 8+

SILVER LINE

TRONICO Silver Line - assorted vehicles 20-in-1 kit, summary: with SET A you can assemble at the same time 5 x vehicles such as tank, forklifter, 
trike, bicycle, helicopter, with SET B you can assemble 5 x vehicles such as helicopter, digger, wheelloader, crane, truck, with SET C you can 
assemble 5 vehicles such as trike, quad, 2 x truck and bulldozer, with SET D you can assemble digger, truck, bulldozer, trike, motorbike, perfect for 
beginners to learn how to assemble a construction metal kit, made of high quality metal and high quality plastic material, some with free-wheel 
action, tires made of plastic. All parts will be only fixed with screws and locked with nuts, equipped with tools 4-coloured assembling manual with 
pictures, recommended for age 8plus, packed in a gift box, from tronico. 

 8+

TRONICO Silver Line - assorted vehicles 15-in-1 kit, summary: with SET A you can assemble at the same time 5 x vehicles such as tank, forklifter, 
trike, bicycle, helicopter, with SET B you can assemble 5 x vehicles such as helicopter, digger, wheelloader, crane, truck, with SET C you can 
assemble 5 vehicles such as trike, quad, 2 x truck and bulldozer, perfect for beginners to learn how to assemble a construction metal kit, made of 
high quality metal and high quality plastic material, some with free-wheel action, tires made of plastic. All parts will be only fixed with screws and 
locked with nuts, equipped with tools 4-coloured assembling manual with pictures, recommended for age 8plus, packed in a gift box, from tronico. 

 15-in-1

 20-in-1

Item 107070

Item 107071

NEW

NEW



MICRO SERIES

10+

4-styles

TRONICO Micro Series - Insects - 12 pcs display with 4 assorted insect, level 6 x 1.5 cm - 55 parts - 15 g, bee 6.9 x 2 cm - 89 parts - 21 g, spider 5.3 x 
3 cm - 114 parts - 20 g, butterfly 6.8 x 2 cm - 81 parts - 24 g, inlcuding 4-coloured manual and tools, recommened from age grade 10+, size of sales 
packaging: ca. 10 x 10 x 7 cm, Display size: ca. 31.2 l x 21.2 w x 15.2 h cm

10+

TRONICO Micro Series - 12 pcs display - Wild Animals, 3 assorted, camel 7 x 6.5 cm - 152 parts - 33 g, giraffe 6.5 x 10 cm - 138 parts - 31 g, elephant 
8.5 x 4.5 cm - 160 parts - 41 g, inlcuding 4-coloured manual and tools, recommened from age grade 10+, size of sales packaging: ca. 10 x 10 x 7 cm, 
Display size: ca. 31.2 l x 21.2 w x 15.2 h cm

3-styles

Item 107086

Item 107083

NEW

NEW



MICRO SERIES

10+

TRONICO Micro Series - 12-display - construction vehicles, 4 assorted, dump truck vehicle 15.5 x 4.8 x 6 cm - 1007 parts - 188 g, dump truck 13 x 8.2 
x 7.4 cm - 1048 parts - 288 g, wheel loader 18.5 x 5.3 x 8 cm - 896 parts - 181 g, mobile excavator 19 x 5.5 x 7.5 cm - 965 parts - 194 g, freewheeling, 
always just a piece in a retail box, including 4-color manual and tool , Recommended age 12 years and older, carton dimensions: 10 x 10 x 7 cm, 
display: 31.2 L x 21.2 B X 15.2 H cm

12+

TRONICO Micro Series, 12-display, Solar Powered Airplane and Helicopters, 4-assorted styles, double decker airplane 9.8 x 13 x 3 cm - 195 parts - 40 
g, airplane  6.8 x 6.6 x 3.5 cm -  92 parts - 19 g, helicopter 9.7 x 4.1 x 5.5 cm - 199 parts - 28 g, helicopter 13 x 6.1 x 6.2 cm - 146 parts - 40 g, each set is 
equipped with a solar panel and a engine, inlcuding 4-coloured manual and tools, recommened from age grade 10+, size of sales packaging: ca. 10 x 
10 x 7 cm, Display size: ca. 31.2 l x 21.2 w x 15.2 h cm

4-styles

4-styles

Item 107082

Item 107084

NEW

NEW



MICRO SERIES

10+

TRONICO Micro Series - 12-display, train with 2 waggons, scale 1:87 (H0), total length ca. 23 cm, width 3.4 cm, height ca. 4 cm, 640 Teile, 126 g, 
freewheel, suitable for H0 tracks, including 4-colored manual and tools, recommened from age grade 12+, size of sales packaging: ca. 10 x 10 x 7 
cm, display size: ca. 31.2 l x 21.2 w x 15.2 h cm

12+

TRONICO Micro Series - 16-display - 8-in-1 Kit, content on each blister card: racing car 3.3 x 3 x 2 cm - 7 g, motorcycle 3.2 x 1.3 x 2 cm - 4.5 g, formula 
1 car 3.2 x 3.2 x 1.5 cm - 7.5 g, trike 3.4 x 2.2 x 2.6 cm - 6.5 g, buggy 3.3 x 2.2 x 1.8 cm - 6.5 g, aircraft 3.6 x 3.6 x 2 cm - 6.3 g , Aircraft 3.8 x 2.6 x 1.8 cm 
- 5.5 g, helicopter 3.8 x 2.5 x 2.9 cm - 5 g, including 4-color manual and tool, recommended age 10 years, blister card, 16 pieces in the display

8-in-1

H0
1:87

Item 107089

Item 107085

NEW

NEW



MICRO SERIES

12+

TRONICO Micro Series - 12 pcs sisplay with assorted Tractors of the Tronico range - each 3 x Claas Axion 850, 3 x Fendt 800 Vario, 2 x Massey 
Ferguson MF-7600. 2 x New Holland T4, 2 x Case IH Magnum 340, inlcuding manual and tools, recommened from age grade 12+, size of sales 
packaging: ca. 10 x 10 x 7 cm, Display size: ca. 31.2 l x 21.2 w x 15.2 h cm

TRONICO Micro Series - 12 pcs display with Solar Powered Wind Mill 4 x 4.5 x 15.3 cm - 198 parts - 54 g, inlcuding 4-colored manual and tools, 
recommened from age grade 12+, size of sales packaging: ca. 10 x 10 x 7 cm, Display size: ca. 31.2 l x 21.2 w x 15.2 h cm

12+

5-styles

Item 107010

Item 107081

NEW



MICRO SERIES

TRONICO Micro Series - Infrared Controlled Forklifter - summary: scale 1:64, size: 12.5 x 5.3 x 8.3 cm, LED-light at front and backside, made of high 
quality metal and high quality plastic material, tires with original patterns made of soft plastic, weight of forklifter is 307 grams, all parts will only be 
fixed with screws and locked with nuts, including decals, equipped with tools for assembling, 4-coloured instruction manual with pictures for easy 
assembling, recommended for age 12 plus, packed in a gift box

12+

Item 107087

NEW

TRONICO Micro Series - CLAAS JAGUAR 980 forage harvester, with remote control, scale 1:64, 832 parts, size: 14.5 x 9.4 x 7.3 cm, colour printed 
LED light on front and back, tyres made of plastic, all parts, only screwed weight approx. 185 grams, all parts and countered with nuts, made of high 
quality metal, with CLAAS decals to the Assembly, including tool, including 4-colour installation manual, recommended age 12 years and older , 
Cardboard packaging

12+

Item 107088

NEW



MICRO SERIES

TRONICO Micro Series - the smallest DIY Metal Kit in the world - Tractor CLAAS AXION 850 with trailer - summary: scale 1:64, 462 parts, size: 8.5 x 6 
x 6 cm, LED-light at front and backside, made of high quality metal and high quality plastic material, tires with original patterns made of soft plastic, 
including trailer tow hitch, weight of tractor is 190 grams, build in full details, all parts will only be fixed with screws and locked with nuts, including 
decals, equipped with tools for assembling, 4-coloured instruction manual with pictures for easy assembling, recommended for age 12 plus, packed 
in a gift box

TRONICO Micro Series - the smallest DIY Metal Kit in the world - Tractor CLAAS AXION 850 with trailer - summary: scale 1:64, 588 parts, size: 8.5 x 6 
x 6 cm, made of high quality metal and high quality plastic material, free-wheel action, tires with original patterns made of soft plastic, including 
trailer tow hitch, weight of tractor is 190 grams, build in full details, all parts will only be fixed with screws and locked with nuts, including decals, 
equipped with tools for assembling, 4-coloured instruction manual with pictures for easy assembling, recommended for age 12 plus, packed in a gift 
box

12+

12+

Item 107000

Item 107001

360°

360°



MICRO SERIES

12+

TRONICO Micro Series - the smallest DIY Metal Kit in the world - Tractor FENDT 800 VARIO with trailer - summary: scale 1:64, 451 parts, size: 8.5 x 6 
x 6 cm, LED-ligth at front and backside, made of high quality metal and high quality plastic material, tires with original patterns made of soft plastic, 
including trailer tow hitch, weight of tractor is 190 grams, all parts will only be fixed with screws and locked with nuts, including FENDT-decals, 
equipped with tools for assembling, 4-coloured instruction manual with pictures for easy assembling, recommended for age 12 plus, packed in a gift 
box

12+

TRONICO Micro Series - the smallest DIY Metal Kit in the world - Tractor FENDT 800 VARIO with trailer - summary: scale 1:64, 577 parts, size: 8.5 x 6 
x 6 cm, made of high quality metal and high quality plastic material, free-wheel action, tires with original patterns made of soft plastic, including 
trailer tow hitch, weight of tractor is 190 grams, build in full details, all parts will only be fixed with screws and locked with nuts, including decals, 
equipped with tools for assembling, instruction manual with pictures for easy assembling, recommended for age 12 plus, packed in a gift box

Item 107002

Item 107003

360°



MICRO SERIES

TRONICO Micro Series- the smallest DIY Metal Kit in the world - Tractor MASSEY FERGUSON MF-7600 with trailer - INFRARED CONTROL SET, LED-
light at front and backside, summary: scale 1:64, 427 parts, size: 8.5 x 6 x 6 cm, made of high quality metal and high quality plastic material, tires 
with original patterns made of soft plastic, including trailer tow hitch, weight of tractor is 190 grams, all parts will only be fixed with screws and 
locked with nuts, including MF-decals, equipped with tools for assembling, 4-coloured instruction manual with pictures for easy assembling, 
recommended for age 12 plus, packed in a gift box

12+

TRONICO Micro Series - the smallest DIY Metal Kit in the world - Tractor MASSEY FERGUSON MF-7600 with trailer - summary: scale 1:64, 554 parts, 
size: 8.5 x 6 x 6 cm, made of high quality metal and high quality plastic material, free-wheel action, tires with original patterns made of soft plastic, 
including trailer tow hitch, weight of tractor is 190 grams, build in full details, all parts will only be fixed with screws and locked with nuts, including 
MF-decals, equipped with tools for assembling, 4-coloured instruction manual with pictures for easy assembling, recommended for age 12 plus, 
packed in a gift box

12+

Item 107004

Item 107005

360°

360°



MICRO SERIES

TRONICO Micro Series - the smallest DIY Metal Kit in the world - Tractor NEW HOLLAND T5-115 with trailer - INFRARED CONTROL SET with LED-
light an front and backside, summary: scale 1:64, 454 parts, size: 8.5 x 6 x 6 cm, made of high quality metal and high quality plastic material, tires 
with original patterns made of soft plastic, including trailer tow hitch, weight of tractor is 190 grams, build in full details, all parts will only be fixed 
with screws and locked with nuts, including decals, equipped with tools for assembling, 4-coloured instruction manual with pictures for easy 
assembling, recommended for age 12 plus, packed in a gift box 

12+

TRONICO Micro Series - the smallest DIY Metal Kit in the world - Tractor NEW HOLLAND T5-115 with trailer - summary: scale 1:64, 581 parts, size: 8.5 
x 6 x 6 cm, made of high quality metal and high quality plastic material, free-wheel action, tires with original patterns made of soft plastic, including 
trailer tow hitch, weight of tractor is 190 grams, build in full details, all parts will only be fixed with screws and locked with nuts, including decals, 
equipped with tools for assembling, instruction manual with pictures for easy assembling, recommended for age 12 plus, packed in a gift box

12+

Item 107006

Item 107007

360°

360°



MICRO SERIES

TRONICO Micro Series - the smallest DIY Metal Kit in the world - Tractor CASE IH MAGNUM 340 with trailer - INFRARED CONTROL SET with LED-
lights, summary: scale 1:64, 461 parts, size: 8,5 x 6 x 6 cm, made of high quality metal and high quality plastic material, tires with original patterns 
made of soft plastic, including trailer tow hitch, weight of tractor is 190 grams, build in full details, all parts will only be fixed with screws and locked 
with nuts, including decals, equipped with tools for assembling, instruction manual with pictures for easy assembling, recommended for age 12 plus, 
the controller needs 4 x AA batteries (not included) the tractor will be charged at controller, packed in a gift box

12+

TRONICO Micro Series - the smallest DIY Metal Kit in the world - Tractor CASE IH MAGNUM 340 with trailer - summary: scale 1:64, 580 parts, 
size: 8,5 x 6 x 6 cm, made of high quality metal and high quality plastic material, free-wheel action, tires with original patterns made of soft plastic, 
including trailer tow hitch, weight of tractor is 190 grams, build in full details, all parts will only be fixed with screws and locked with nuts, including 
decals, equipped with tools for assembling, instruction manual with pictures for easy assembling, recommended for age 12 plus, packed in a gift 
box

12+

Item 107008

Item 107009

360°

360°



MINI SERIES

TRONICO Mini Series - Tractor CLAAS ARION 430 - summary: scale 1:32, 354 parts, size: 14,5 x 11,5 x 11,5 cm, made of high quality metal and high 
quality plastic material, free-wheel action, tires with original patterns made of soft plastic, including trailer tow hitch, weight of tractor is 0.5 kg, build 
in full details, all parts will only be fixed with screws and locked with nuts, including CLAAS-decals, equipped with tools for assembling, instruction 
manual with pictures for easy assembling, recommended for age 8 plus, packed in a gift box

 8+

TRONICO Mini Series - Tractor CLAAS ARION 430 with trailer- summary: scale 1:32, 700 parts, size: 30,5 x 11,5 x 11,5 cm, made of high quality metal 
and high quality plastic material, free-wheel action, tires with original patterns made of soft plastic, including trailer tow hitch, weight of set is 0.73 
kg, build in full details, all parts will only be fixed with screws and locked with nuts, including CLAAS-decals, equipped with tools for assembling, 
instruction manual with pictures for easy assembling, recommended for age 8 plus, packed in a gift box

Item 107011

Item 107012

 8+

360°

360°



MINI SERIES

TRONICO Mini Series - Tractor FENDT 313 VARIO with trailer- summary: scale 1:32, 759 parts, size: 29,5 x 11 x 11 cm, made of high quality metal and 
high quality plastic material, free-wheel action, tires with original patterns made of soft plastic, including trailer tow hitch, weight of set is 0.75 kg, 
build in full details, all parts will only be fixed with screws and locked with nuts, including FENDT-decals, equipped with tools for assembling, 
instruction manual with pictures for easy assembling, recommended for age 8 plus, packed in a gift box

TRONICO Mini Series - Tractor FENDT 313 VARIO - summary: scale 1:32, 405 parts, size: 15 x 11 x 11 cm, made of high quality metal and high quality 
plastic material, free-wheel action, tires with original patterns made of soft plastic, including trailer tow hitch, weight of tractor is 0.5 kg, build in full 
details, all parts will only be fixed with screws and locked with nuts, including FENDT-decals, equipped with tools for assembling, instruction manual 
with pictures for easy assembling, recommended for age 8 plus, packed in a gift box

 8+

Item 107013

Item 107014

 8+

360°

360°



MINI SERIES

TRONICO Mini Series - Tractor MASSEY FERGUSON MF-5610 with trailer- summary: scale 1:32, 700 parts, size: 30,5 x 10,5 x 10,9 cm, made of high 
quality metal and high quality plastic material, free-wheel action, tires with original patterns made of soft plastic, including trailer tow hitch, weight of 
set is 0,73 kg, build in full details, all parts will only be fixed with screws and locked with nuts, including MF-decals, equipped with tools for 
assembling, instruction manual with pictures for easy assembling, recommended for age 8 plus, packed in a gift box

TRONICO Mini Series - Tractor MASSEY FERGUSON MF-5610 - summary: scale 1:32, 354 parts, size: 15 x 10,5 x 11 cm, made of high quality metal and 
high quality plastic material, free-wheel action, tires with original patterns made of soft plastic, including trailer tow hitch, weight of tractor is 0.5 kg, 
build in full details, all parts will only be fixed with screws and locked with nuts, including MF-decals, equipped with tools for assembling, instruction 
manual with pictures for easy assembling, recommended for age 8 plus, packed in a gift box

 8+
Item 107015

Item 107016

 8+

360°

360°



MINI SERIES

TRONICO Mini Series - Tractor NEW HOLLAND T4 with trailer- summary: scale 1:32, 744 parts, size: 30,5 x 11,5 x 11,5 cm, made of high quality metal 
and high quality plastic material, free-wheel action, tires with original patterns made of soft plastic, including trailer tow hitch, weight of set is 0.73 kg, 
build in full details, all parts will only be fixed with screws and locked with nuts, including decals, equipped with tools for assembling, 4-coloured 
instruction manual with pictures for easy assembling, recommended for age 8 plus, packed in a gift box

TRONICO Mini Series - Tractor CASE IH PUMA 230 CVX with trailer - summary: scale 1:32, 797 parts, size: 30,5 x 11,5 x 11,5 cm, made of high quality 
metal and high quality plastic material, free-wheel action, tires with original patterns made of soft plastic, including trailer tow hitch, weight of set is 
0.73 kg, build in full details, all parts will only be fixed with screws and locked with nuts, including decals, equipped with tools for assembling, 4-
farbige instruction manual with pictures for easy assembling, recommended for age 8 plus, packed in a gift box

Item 107079

Item 107078

 8+

 8+



MINI SERIES

TRONICO Mini Series - Large Square Baler KRONE BiG Pack HighSpeed - summary: scale 1:32, 660 parts, fully functional, Variable Fill System (VFS), 
camless EasyFlow pick-up, made of metal and high quality plastic material, free-wheel action, tires w/original patterns and soft plastic, weight 
is 0,74 kg, measurements: 33,5 x 22 x 4,5 cm, build in full details, all parts will be only fixed with screws and locked with nuts, made of quality metal, 
including KRONE decals, equipped w/tools for assembling, instruction manual, recommended for age 10 plus, packed in box

TRONICO Mini Series - Precision-Chop Forage Harvester KRONE BiG X 1100 - summary: scale 1:32, 991 parts, fully functional, with folding corn head 
and retractable spout, made of metal and high quality plastic material, free-wheel action, tires w/original patterns and soft plastic, weight is 0,8 kg, 
measurements: 23 x 23 x 13 cm, build in full details, all parts will be only fixed with screws and locked with nuts, made of quality metal, including 
KRONE BiG X 1100 decals, equipped w/tools for assembling, instruction manual, recommended for age 10 plus, packed in box

Item 107077

Item 107080

 10+

 10+

360°

360°



MINI SERIES

TRONICO Mini Series - POLICE Mercedes Benz Sprinter with light and sound - summary: scale 1:32, 508 parts, fully functional, size approx. 17 x 7 x 9 
cm, made of metal and high quality plastic material, free-wheel action, tires w/original patterns and soft plastic, weight is 0.5 kg, with real light and 
sound action, build in full details, all parts will be only fixed with screws and locked with nuts, made of quality metal, including Mercedes Benz-
decals, equipped w/tools for assembling, 4-coloured instruction manual w/pictures for easy assembling, recommended for age 8 plus, packed in a gift 
box

TRONICO Mini Series - Bulldozer LIEBHERR with engine sound - summary: scale 1:32, 551 parts, fully functional, size approx. 21 x 11.5 x 11 cm, made 
of metal and high quality plastic material, free-wheel of caterpiller, with fully functional shield, weight is 0.571 kg, with real engine sound action, at the 
rear there is a 3-teeth ripper mounted, build in full details, all parts will be only fixed with screws and locked with nuts, made of quality metal, including 
LIEBHERR-decals, equipped w/tools for assembling, 4-coloured instruction manual w/pictures for easy assembling, recommended for age 8 plus, 
packed in a gift box

Item 107017

Item 107018

 8+

 8+
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MINI SERIES

TRONICO Mini Series - AMBULANCE Mercedes Benz Sprinter with light and sound - summary: scale 1:32, 508 parts, fully functional, size approx.17 x 
7 x 9 cm, made of metal and high quality plastic material, free-wheel action, tires w/original patterns and soft plastic, weight is 0.5 kg, with real light 
and sound action, build in full details, all parts will be only fixed with screws and locked with nuts, made of quality metal, including Mercedes Benz-
decals, equipped w/tools for assembling, 4-coloured instruction manual w/pictures for easy assembling, recommended for age 8 plus, packed in a gift 
box

TRONICO Mini Series - FIRE ENGINE Mercedes Benz Sprinter with light and sound - summary: scale 1:32, 508 parts, fully functional, size approx. 17 x 
7 x 9 cm, made of metal and high quality plastic material, free-wheel action, tires w/original patterns and soft plastic, weight is 0.5 kg, with real light 
and sound action, build in full details, all parts will be only fixed with screws and locked with nuts, made of quality metal, including Mercedes Benz-
decals, equipped w/tools for assembling, 4-coloured instruction manual w/pictures for easy assembling, recommended for age 8 plus, packed in a 
gift box

Item 107075

Item 107076

 8+

 8+
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JUNIOR SERIES

TRONICO Junior Series - Tractor FENDT 313 VARIO - summary: scale 1:24, 735 parts, made of high quality metal and high quality plastic material, free-
wheel action, tires with original patterns with soft plastic, including trailer tow hitch, weight of tractor is 1.1 kg, build in full details, all parts will be 
only fixed with screws and locked with nuts, including FENDT-decals, equipped with tools for assembling, instruction manual with pictures for easy 
assembling, recommended for age 8plus, packed in a gift box.

TRONICO Junior Series - Tractor CLAAS ARION 430 - summary: scale 1:24, 648 parts, made of high quality metal and high quality plastic material, 
free-wheel action, tires with original patterns made of soft plastic, including trailer tow hitch, weight of tractor is 1.0 kg, build in full details, all parts 
will only be fixed with screws and locked with nuts, including CLAAS-decals, equipped with tools for assembling, instruction manual with pictures for 
easy assembling, recommended for age 8plus, packed in a gift box.

Item 107025

Item 107029

 8+

 8+

360°



JUNIOR SERIES

TRONICO Junior Series - Large Square Baler KRONE BiG Pack HighSpeed - summary: scale 1:24, fully functional, 715 parts, Variable Fill System 
(VFS), camless EasyFlow pick-up, made of metal and high quality plastic material, free-wheel action, tires w/original patterns and soft plastic, weight 
is 1,20 kg, measurements: 42,5 x 13,4 x 13,4 cm build in full details, all parts will be only fixed with screws and locked with nuts, made of quality metal, 
including KRONE decals, equipped w/tools for assembling, instruction manual, recommended for age 10 plus, packed in box 

TRONICO Junior Series - Tractor MASSEY FERGUSON MF-5430 - summary: scale 1:24, 658 parts, made of high quality metal and high quality plastic 
material, free-wheel action, tires with original patterns w/ soft plastic, including trailer tow hitch, weight of tractor is 1.0 kg, build in full details, all parts 
will be only fixed with screws and locked with nuts, including MF-decals, equipped with tools for assembling, instruction manual with pictures for easy 
assembling, recommended for age 8plus, packed in a gift box

suitbale for 
RC Tractors

Item 107038

Item 107019

 8+

 10+



JUNIOR SERIES

TRONICO R/C - 2 CHANNEL RADIO CONTROL Tractor CLAAS ARION 430 - summary: scale 1:24, 547 parts, 1060 g, 127 MHZ, made of metal and high 
quality plastic material, function: forward/backward, full steering function,  tyres with original patterns with soft plastic, including trailer tow hitch, 
build in full details, all parts will be only fixed with screws and locked with nuts, made of quality metal, including CLAAS-decals, tractor needs 3 x AA 
and control unit needs 2 x AA batteries (not included), equipped with tools for assembling, chassis and tyres are already fully assembled, 4-coloured 
instruction manual with pictures for easy assembling, recommended for age 8+, packed in a gift box

 8+
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JUNIOR SERIES

TRONICO R/C - 2 CHANNEL RADIO CONTROL Tractor MASSEY FERGUSON MF-5430 - summary: scale 1:24, 531 parts, 1033 g, 27 MHZ, made of metal 
and high quality plastic material, function: forward/backward, full steering function,  tyres with original patterns with soft plastic, including trailer tow 
hitch, build in full details, all parts will be only fixed with screws and locked with nuts, made of quality metal, including MF-decals, tractor needs 3 x 
AA and control unit needs 2 x AA batteries (not included), equipped with tools for assembling, chassis and tyres are already fully assembled, 4-
coloured instruction manual with pictures for easy assembling, recommended for age 8+, packed in a gift box

 8+

TRONICO R/C - 2 CHANNEL RADIO CONTROL Tractor FENDT VARIO 313 - summary: scale 1:24, 574 parts, 1086 g, 27 MHZ, made of metal and high 
quality plastic material, function: forward/backward, full steering function,  with front- and back lights, tyres with original patterns with soft plastic, 
including trailer tow hitch, build in full details, all parts will be only fixed with screws and locked with nuts, made of quality metal, including FENDT-
decals, tractor needs 3 x AA and control unit needs 2 x AA batteries (not included), equipped with tools for assembling, chassis and tyres are already 
fully assembled, 4-coloured instruction manual with pictures for easy assembling, recommended for age 8+, packed in a gift box

Item 107031

 8+
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PROFI SERIES

TRONICO Profi Series - Tractor NEW HOLLAND T8.390 - summary: scale 1:16, 1078 parts, made of metal and high quality plastic material, steering 
function, free-wheel action, tyres with original patterns made of soft plastic, including trailer tow hitch, weight of tractor is 1,65 kg, build in full 
details, all parts will only be fixed with screws and locked with nuts, made of quality metal, including NEW HOLLAND-decals, equipped with tools for 
assembling, 4-coloured instruction manual with pictures for easy assembling, recommended for age 12+, packed in a gift box

TRONICO RC - 2 channel Radio Control Tractor NEW HOLLAND T8.380 - summary: scale 1:16, 732 parts, 27 MHZ, made of metal and high quality 
plastic material, function: forward/backward, full steering function,  tyres with original patterns with soft plastic, including trailer tow hitch,  build in 
full details, all parts will be only fixed with screws and locked with nuts, made of quality metal, including NEW HOLLAND-decals, tractor needs 5 x 
AA and control unit needs 2 x AA batteries (not included), equipped with tools for assembling, chassis and tyres are already fully assembled, 4-
coloured instruction manual with pictures for easy assembling, recommended for age 8+, packed in a gift box

12+

 8+

Item 107021

Item 107020

360°



PROFI SERIES

TRONICO RC - 2 channel Radio Control Tractor CLAAS AXION 850 - summary: scale 1:16, 734 parts, made of metal and high quality plastic material, 
27 MHZ, function: forward/backward, full steering function,  tyres with original patterns with soft plastic, including trailer tow hitch,  build in full 
details, all parts will be only fixed with screws and locked with nuts, made of quality metal, including CLAAS-decals, tractor needs 5 x AA and 
control unit needs 2 x AA batteries (not included), equipped with tools for assembling, chassis and tyres are already fully assembled, instruction 
manual with pictures for easy assembling, recommended for age 8+, packed in a gift box

TRONICO Profi Series - Harvester CLAAS LEXION 770 - summary: scale 1:16, 2356 parts, size: 53 x 34 x 19 cm, made of metal and high quality plastic 
material, free-wheel action, tyres with original patterns made of soft plastic, weight of harvester is 3,6 kg, build in full details, all parts will only be fixed 
with screws and locked with nuts, made of quality metal, including CLAAS-decals, equipped with tools for assembling, instruction manual with pictures 
for easy assembling, recommended for age 14+, packed in a gift box

14+

 8+

Item 107023

Item 107022
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PROFI SERIES

TRONICO Profi Series - Tractor CASE IH MAGNUM 340 - summary: scale 1:16, 1007 parts, made of metal and high quality plastic material, steering 
function, free-wheel action, tyres with original patterns with soft plastic, including trailer tow hitch, weight of tractor is 1,9 kg, build in full details, all 
parts will be only fixed with screws and locked with nuts, made of quality metal, including CASE IH-decals, equipped with tools for assembling, 4-
coloured instruction manual with pictures for easy assembling, recommended for age 12+, packed in a gift box

12+

TRONICO Profi Series - Tractor CLAAS AXION 850 - summary:  scale 1:16, 1012 parts, made of metal and high quality plastic material, steering 
function, free-wheel action, tyres with original patterns made of soft plastic, including trailer tow hitch, weight of tractor is 1,78 kg, build in full 
details, all parts will only be fixed with screws and locked with nuts, made of quality metal, including CLAAS-decals, equipped with tools for 
assembling, instruction manual with pictures for easy assembling, recommended for age 12+, packed in a gift box

12+
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PROFI SERIES

12+

 8+

TRONICO RC - 2 channel Radio Control Tractor FENDT 939 VARIO - summary: scale 1:16, 790 pieces, 27 MHZ, made of metal and high quality plastic 
material, function: forward/backward, full steering function,  tyres with original patterns with soft plastic, including trailer tow hitch, build in full 
details, all parts will be only fixed with screws and locked with nuts, made of quality metal, including FENDT-decals, tractor needs 5 x AA and control 
unit needs 2 x AA batteries (not included), equipped with tools for assembling, chassis and tyres are already fully assembled, 4-coloured instruction 
manual with pictures for easy assembling, recommended for age 8+, packed in a gift box

TRONICO Profi Series - Tractor FENDT 939 VARIO - summary: scale 1:16, 1095 parts, made of metal and high quality plastic material, steering 
function, free-wheel action, tyres with original patterns with soft plastic, including trailer tow hitch, weight of tractor is 1,78 kg, build in full details, all 
parts will be only fixed with screws and locked with nuts, made of quality metal, including FENDT-decals, equipped with tools for assembling, 
instruction manual with pictures for easy assembling, recommended for age 12+, packed in a gift box

Item 107032

Item 107028
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PROFI SERIES

12+

 8+

TRONICO RC - 2 channel radio controlled tractor MASSEY FERGUSON MF-8690, scale 1:16, 726 parts, 27 MHZ, made of metal and plastic, functions: 
forward/backward, left/right, profile tires made of soft plastic, colour printed all parts with trailer coupling, only screws on all elements and countered 
with nuts, made of high quality metal, with MF decors, tractor required 5 x AA and the remote control 2 x AA batteries (not included) , Chassis and 
tires are already pre-assembled, and including tools, assembly instructions, of age recommendation age 8, carton packaging

TRONICO Profi Series - Tractor MASSEY FERGUSON MF-8690 - summary: scale 1:16, 1024 pieces, made of high quality metal and high quality plastic 
material, steering function, free-wheel action, tires with original patterns w/ soft plastic, including trailer tow hitch, weight of tractor is 1.8 kg, build in 
full details, all parts will be only fixed with screws and locked with nuts, including MF-decals, equipped with tools for assembling, instruction manual 
with pictures for easy assembling, recommended for age 12plus, packed in a gift box

Item 107040

Item 107037
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PROFI SERIES

12+

12+

TRONICO Profi Series - HORSCH InnoFalcon - summary: scale 1:16, 732 parts, fully functional, made of high quality metal and high quality plastic 
material, Measurements app.: 61 x 26 x 29,5 cm, weight of falcon app.: 1.05 kg, wings, legs and head are moveable, all parts will be only fixed with 
screws and locked with nuts, equipped w/tools for assembling, including HORSCH-decals, 4-coloured instruction manual w/pictures for easy 
assembling, recommended for age 12 plus, packed in a gift box.

TRONICO Profi Series - Trailer KRAMPE Big Body E 460 - summary: scale 1:16, 801 parts, trailer with tip function, hatch can be opened, can be 
connected with all tractors of the TRONICO line, made of high quality metal and high quality plastic material, free-wheel action, single-axle, tires 
w/original patterns and soft plastic, including hitch, weight of trailer is 1.7 kg, build in full details, all parts will be only fixed with screws and locked 
with nuts, including Krampe-decals, equipped w/tools for assembling, instruction manual w/pictures for easy assembling, recommended for age 12 
plus, packed in a gift box.

suitable
for 
RC Tractors
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PROFI SERIES

12+

12+

TRONICO Profi Series - Tracked Tractor CHALLENGER MT865C - summary: scale 1:16, 2080 parts, made of high quality metal and high quality plastic 
material, challenger and rubber track full action, all parts are printed in colors, including trailer tow hitch, weight of tractor is about 2.8 kg,  
measurement: 36 x 19 x 20 cm, build in full details, all parts will only be fixed with screws and locked with nuts, including CHALLENGER-decals, 
equipped with tools for assembling, instruction manual with pictures for easy assembling, recommended for age 12 plus, packed in a gift box

TRONICO Profi Series - Self-Propelled Sprayer CHALLENGER RoGator 645B - summary: scale 1:16, 1577 parts, made of high quality metal and high 
quality plastic material, 4-wheel-steering, fully foldable sprayer system made of metal, all parts are printed in colors, weight is about 2.16 kg,  
measurement: 35 x 13 x 17,5 cm, build in full details, all parts will only be fixed with screws and locked with nuts, including CHALLENGER-decals, 
equipped with tools for assembling, instruction manual with pictures for easy assembling, recommended for age 12 plus, packed in a gift box

Item 107035

Item 107036
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360°



PROFI SERIES

12+

12+

TRONICO Profi Series - Forklift Truck LINDE H30 - summary: scale 1:16, 549 parts, fully functional, made of metal and high quality plastic material, 
free-wheel action, tires w/original patterns and soft plastic, weight is app. 1 kg, build in full details, all parts will be only fixed with screws and locked 
with nuts, made of quality metal, including LINDE-decals, equipped w/tools for assembling, 4-coloured instruction manual w/pictures for easy 
assembling, recommended for age 12 plus, packed in a gift box

TRONICO Profi Series - Precision-Chop Forage Harvester KRONE BiG X 1100 P - summary: scale 1:16, 1456 parts, fully functional, with tripple 
folding corn head like the original and retractable spout, made of metal and high quality plastic material, free-wheel action, tires w/original patterns 
and soft plastic, weight is 2.1 kg, measurements: 44 x 42,5 x 18,2  build in full details, all parts will be only fixed with screws and locked with nuts, 
made of quality metal, including KRONE BiG X 1100 decals, equipped w/tools for assembling, instruction manual, recommended for age 12 plus, 
packed in a gift box

Item 107044

Item 107047
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PROFI SERIES

12+

12+

TRONICO Profi Series - Crawler Excavator LIEBHERR - summary: scale 1:25, 1283 pieces, fully functional, size: ca. 25 x 12 x 28,5 cm, made of metal 
and high quality, fully functional crane jib, caterpillar is made of metal and soft plastic, weight is 1,6 kg, 360 dregees trun of cabin is possible, build 
in full details, all parts will be only fixed with screws and locked with nuts, made of quality metal, including LIEBHERR-decals, equipped w/tools for 
assembling, instruction manual w/pictures for easy assembling, recommended for age 12plus, packed in a gift box

TRONICO Profi Series - Wheel Loader LIEBHERR - summary: scale 1:25, 1409 pieces, fully functional, made of metal and high quality plastic material, 
free-wheel action, tires w/original patterns and soft plastic, weight is 2.3 kg, build in full details, all parts will be only fixed with screws and locked with 
nuts, made of quality metal, including LIEBHERR-decals, equipped w/tools for assembling, instruction manual w/pictures for easy assembling, 
recommended for age 12plus, packed in a gift box

Item 107049

Item 107043



PROFI SERIES

12+

TRONICO Profi Series - Tower Crane LIEBHERR - summary: scale 1:100, 1008 pieces, fully functional, size: ca. 55 x 61.5 x 14 cm, made of metal and 
high quality, fully functional crane jib,  weight is 1,5 kg, 360 dregees turn of cabin is possible, build in full details, all parts will be only fixed with 
screws and locked with nuts, made of quality metal, including LIEBHERR-decals, equipped w/tools for assembling, 4-coloured instruction manual 
w/pictures for easy assembling, recommended for age 12plus, packed in a gift box

Item 107048

360°



PROFI SERIES

12+

12+

TRONICO Profi Series - Airplane JUNKERS JU 52 with 3 engines, summary: scale: 1:50, 908 parts, fully functional, made of high quality metal and 
high quality plastic material, Measurements app.: 41 x 57,8 x 11,5 cm, Wing span app.: 57,8 cm (!), landing gear, 3 engines included, weight app.: 1,6 
kg, 2 x AA batteries (not included) will be neded, all parts will be only fixed with screws and locked with nuts, equipped w/tools for assembling, 
instruction manual , recommended for age 12plus, packed in a gift box.

TRONICO Profi Series - POLICE Helicopter, summary: scale 1:32, 757 parts, fully functional, made of high quality metal and high quality plastic 
material, Measurements: ca. 41 x 16 x 33 cm, blade diameter: 33 cm, openable backdoors, weight: ca. 1.0 kg, powerful motor with gear, 1 x AA battery 
will be needed (not included), all parts will be only fixed with screws and locked with nuts, equipped w/tools for assembling, instruction manual, 
recommended for age 12 plus, packed in a gift box
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PROFI SERIES

TRONICO Profi Series - Solar Powered Wind Mill, 626 parts, 
fully functional, made of high quality metal and high quality 
plastic material, Measurements app.: 12 x 15 x 46,5 cm, 
Rotor blade size app.: 23,5 cm, Wing span app.: 24 cm, 
powerful solar cell and engine, weight of wind mill approx. 
1.1 kg, all parts will be only fixed with screws and locked 
with nuts, equipped w/tools for assembling, instruction 
manual, recommended for age 12plus, packed in a gift box

TRONICO Profi Series - Solar Powered Ferries Wheel, 1042 
parts, fully functional, made of high quality metal and  
quality plastic material, Measurements: 42 x 24,5 x 23 cm, 
powerful solar cell and engine, weight of wind mill app.: 
1.9 kg, all parts will be only fixed with screws and locked 
with nuts, equipped w/tools for assembling, instruction 
manual w/pictures for easy assembling, recommended for 
age 12plus, packed in a gift box.

12+ 12+
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8+

TRONICO Profi Series - Solar Powered Water Mill, 625 parts, fully functional, made of high quality metal and high quality plastic material, 
Measurements app.: 20 x 15,5 x 15,5 cm, powerful solar cell and engine, weight of water mill app.: 1.1 kg, all parts will be only fixed with screws and 
locked with nuts, equipped w/tools for assembling, instruction manual w/pictures for easy assembling, recommended for age 8plus, packed in a gift 
box.

Item 107055
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